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In addition to the poetry of the 1884 franchise movement which was published in periodicals
or on slips, a very large amount of political poetry associated with the movement was painted
onto banners, placards, trades models and other signage used by the demonstrators. By
introducing some of the material available for consideration by historians of political poetry,
and beginning to tease out some of the features and patterns which the material shows, this
essay will suggest some of the avenues open to researchers, how we might start to analyse
the material, and what it may be able to offer historians in addition to, or perhaps even in
contradiction to, the poetry published on paper.
Throughout this essay, ‘banner’ will be used to refer to all cloth signage, although a
distinction can be made, and was made by contemporaries, between banners, bannerets, and
flags. The first were carried on two poles (usually suspended from a horizontal pole between
two carrying poles), the second suspended from a horizontal pole attached to a single carrying
pole, and the third on a single vertical pole.
Sources for Banner and Placard Poetry
Although a few banners have survived, we must otherwise rely almost entirely on newspaper
reports of these objects for our knowledge of the poems drawn, painted and otherwise
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imprinted on them. The local newspaper reports of the 1884 franchise demonstrations are
often extremely detailed, giving full details of every banner and trades model on display, and
so we have a rich set of sources. However, the newspaper sources have their limitations.
Most, if not all, reports of the contemporary transcription of the mottoes and poems relied
on journalists scribbling them down as the procession passed their vantage points. It is easy
to imagine errors of transcription creeping in, and indeed we have at least one example of
such a case. The seventh line of the Glasgow Cork Cutters’ poem, the original banner of which
has survived and is in the collection of Glasgow Museums, 1 reads ‘To Do Battle for the
Franchise Bill’, whereas the contemporary newspaper report gives ‘To battle for the Franchise
Bill’. As well as losing that one word, the conversion of upper case letters to lower case, which
occurs throughout the transcript (the original features 53 upper case letters, the transcript
has 15), reduces the original’s similarity to mottoes, and perhaps also to newspaper headlines
or advertising straplines, and brings the published version more in line with the conventions
of published poetry.
The newspaper version reads:
This flag was out in ’32,
The Reform Bill to demand,
Our fathers to support it came
And bravely took their stand.
Again it’s here in ’84,
Though tattered, torn, and old,
To battle for the Franchise Bill,
And the Grand Old Man, so bold.
The original banner poem, in contrast, is laid out as follows:
This FLAG Was Out IN “32”,
The Reform Bill TO Demand
Our Fathers TO Support IT Came
And Bravely Took THEIR Stand
Again it’s here in “84”
Though Tattered, Torn & Old
To Do Battle FOR THE Franchise Bill
And The “Grand Old Man SO Bold.

1 Glasgow Museums, PP.1987.219.[2]. See Glasgow Herald, 8 September.
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The opening speech mark before ‘Grand’ is present, although there is no closing speech mark on
the banner. 2 The lines alternate between black and red text on a white background.
Another case may be that of the displays described for the tanners and curriers of Crieff and
Madderty at the Perth demonstration and the tanners at the Stirling demonstration. In each case, a
head of horns on a pole is described, with a banneret hung from the tips of the horns. 3 It is a very
unusual object, and we might assume that the same object was reused, as we know many banners
and models were, particularly by different branches of unions or trades bodies. At Perth, the verse
painted on the banneret is reported to be,
The Peers’ dilemma here is borne
Upon the tip of ilka horn;
Unless they tak’ a thocht and mend,
Their Lordship’s House must surely end.
At Stirling, the verse is reported to be,
The Peers’ dilemma here is borne
Upon the tip of ilka horn;
Their Lordship’s House must surely end,
Unless they tak’ a thocht and mend. 4
Can we assume that these are two different banners, or reports of the same banner differently
transcribed? If the latter, which is likely to be the most accurate transcript? The Perth version, in
which the third line says what the Lords must do before the fourth line states what the result will
be if they don’t, seems more likely than the Stirling version, which places the threat before the
required action.
Moreover, the versions in the newspapers are always ‘properly’ punctuated, reflecting an
editorial mindset, whereas the surviving banners are punctuated very sparingly. The Glasgow Cork
Cutters’ banner described above is a case in point: the original uses one comma and one full stop,
while the newspaper transcript places commas in the first, second, fifth, sixth and seventh lines, and
a full stop in the fourth and eighth lines. A further example may be a case of transcription error,
editorial intervention, or a combination of the two. The banner of Mr Fingland’s workers at the
Hawick demonstration featured a portrait of Gladstone and some appropriated lines from Burns,
rewritten for the occasion. According to the newspaper reports, they read,
Though Salisbury says nae vote ye’ll ha’e,
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Note: the ‘Grand Old Man’, or ‘G.O.M.’, was a popular nickname for William Ewart Gladstone.
Perthshire Advertiser, 13 October.
4
Stirling Observer, 25 September.
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It’s comin’ yet for a’ that;
When ilka man through a’ the lan’,
Shall ha’e his vote for a’ that.5
The original banner, now in the collections of Hawick Museum,6 reads,
Tho’ Salisbury say, “Nae vote ye’ll hae,”
It’s comin’ yet for a’ that,
When ilka man thro’ a’ the lan’,
Shall hae a vote for a’ that.7
‘Tho’’ and ‘Thro’’ have been converted to the standard English ‘though’ and ‘through’, and the Scots
‘hae’ has had ellipsis marked with an apostrophe, suggesting that hae/ha’e is a variant of standard
English for poetic use rather than a word in Scots, although the Scots ‘ilka’ remains. The correction
of ‘says’ for ‘say’ (the latter possibly chosen to rhyme with ‘nae’ and ‘hae’) seems like a fairly obvious
editorial intervention, although it could also be a transcription error due to a correct grammatical
form being presumed in haste. The final line’s change from ‘a’ to ‘his’ is more likely a transcription
error, given that there is no obvious reason for editorial correction for grammar or spelling. The
ambiguity surrounding the differences between original and newspaper report forms of the same
banner poem not only shows that we cannot assume that the latter faithfully reproduces the
former, but also leaves us unable to be at all rigorous in making assumptions about original forms
even where the reported forms appear to be unlikely.
Nevertheless, these newspaper sources are the only ones available to us except in those few
surviving objects. Thus, although we should tread carefully, acknowledging that there may be
transcription errors and accepting the apparently common intervention of an editorial hand, the
sources we have are rich enough to be worth mining. Certainly the verbal, poetic and ideological
patterns employed, and a sense of the ideas which the authors wished to convey, are open to
consideration.
Banner and Placard Poetry in 1884
So, what sort of material are we talking about, and how much is there? At each medium-sized
demonstration, there were at least one hundred banners and placards on display, with the number
of trades models tending to vary depending on the trades carried on in the local area. The majority
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Hawick Advertiser, 27 September.
6 Hawick Museum, HAK.9093.
7 The original is fully in upper case, but I have used my own editorial intervention, for clarity, to convert most letters
to lower case.
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of banners, models, and placards used two-line mottoes, often in rhyming couplets. If we are to
leave rhyming couplets out of consideration – and contemporary reports tended to draw their own
distinction between two-line mottoes and four-lines verses – we potentially have several thousand
poems of four lines or more. Four-line poems are certainly the most common, although poems of
two four-line stanzas are also common, with poems of other lengths much rarer. Only very
occasionally do we find poems of twelve lines or more in length. Given the volume of the material
available, this essay will focus only on poems of four lines or more from just eight (of the more than
three hundred) demonstrations which took place between July and October 1884. The selection has
been made on the basis of the availability of good newspaper reports, a range of contexts, and a
geographical spread. The areas considered are Falkirk, Glasgow, Hawick, Inverness, Kilmarnock,
Perth, Peterhead and Stirling, relying on the reports printed in, respectively, the Falkirk Herald (1
October), Glasgow Evening Times (6 September), Hawick News (27 September), Inverness Courier
(16 September), Kilmarnock Standard (20 September), Perthshire Advertiser (13 October), East
Aberdeenshire Observer (14 October), and Stirling Observer (25 September). This small selection of
demonstrations gives us a little under two hundred poems to consider.
Influences on Banner and Placard Poetry in 1884
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the most common apparent influence on the banner and placard poets was
Robert Burns. During the nineteenth century, Burns was widely read and appreciated across all
classes of Scottish society. Editions of his collected poems and songs sold very well, and his songs
were central to the popular repertoire of Scottish music. This was both an available and a familiar
repertoire, allowing audiences to immediately recognise rhythms and assign tunes. The use of
phrases drawn from Burns's poetry was particularly common in those towns with which he had an
association. The Hurlford contingent at Kilmarnock depicted him on their banner, accompanied with
lines drawn from ‘I hae a wife o’ my ain’.
I’ll be naebody’s lord;
I’ll be a slave to naebody.
I ha’e a guid braid sword,
And I’ll tak dunts frae naebody.
This direct quotation from Burns is unusual, but there are other examples. The employees of Messrs
Innes & Henderson used four lines drawn from ‘Liberty Tree’ to accompany a working frame on a
lorry at the Hawick demonstration.
We labour sune, we labour late,
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To feed the titled knave, man;
And a’ the comfort that we get
Is a’ beyond the grave, man.
Greater use of ‘Liberty Tree’ was made by McAree Bros’ shop in Baker Street, Stirling, which hung a
placard above the doorway using eight lines from the poem.
We labour soon, we labour late,
To feed the titled knave, man;
An a’ the comfort we’re tae get
Is that ayont the grave, man.
Like brethren in a common cause,
We’d on each other smile, man;
And equal rights and equal laws
Wad gladden every isle, man.
The carpet weavers of W. Wilson & Co. of Bannockburn carried a carpet banner at Stirling with
a verse painted on the back which both used and named Burns.
The dust that lies beneath this stone
Was once a Tory Lord,
A self-contracted right Divine
Said he would frame your laws and mine.
But British independence says
Men must be equal now-a-days,
While Burns echoes from the grave
A man’s a man for a’ that.
As this example attests, and perhaps not surprisingly, the most commonly drawn-upon Burns poem
was ‘Is there for honest poverty’, popularly known as ‘A man’s a man for a’ that’. In most instances
of banner and placard poetry – unlike the use of Burns in platform speeches at meetings, which
almost invariably used the published versions – the poems are adapted or rewritten for
contemporary political usage. We have already seen an example of such rewriting above, on the
Fingland & Co. workers’ banner, but others include:
For a’ that, and a’ that,
It’s coming yet for a’ that,
That every man the country o’er,
Shall have a vote, for a’ that.
(Lorry placard, Shettleston contingent, Glasgow demonstration)
See yonder birkie ye ca’d lords
Wha [damaged] fair an a’ that
Nae mair we’ll listen tae their words,
We’ll hae a vote for a’ that.
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(Banner, Boot and Shoes Makers’ Society, Glasgow demonstration)
For a’ that an’ a’ that,
An’ twice as mickle’s a’ that,
The Lords must pass this Franchise Bill,
Though sairly they misca’ that.
(Banner, tailors, Peterhead)
Ye see yon birkie ca’d a Lord,
Wha “jibes an jeers,” an a’ that;
Though hundreds voted at his word,
He’ll eat the leek for a’ that.
(Placard attached to a representation of Salisbury, on the wall
above the shop of Mr Maben, chemist, Bridge Street, Hawick)
For the flag of the old reformers, the ‘veterans of 1832’ of Peterhead, a perhaps more
appropriate Burns lyric was ‘Auld Lang Syne’.
We gied oor help in days lang past,
And here we are again;
To gie the grand old man a lift
For auld langsyne.
Although Burns was by far the most popular source for original or rewritten verse, other
poems and songs inspired the poetical effusions of the 1884 reformers. The opening line and title
of ‘Up an’ waur them a’, Willie’, a song written in celebration of the 1715 Jacobite Rebellion which
relates the events of the Battle of Sherrifmuir was a popular motto throughout the movement in
Scotland, with Willie now referring, of course, to William Gladstone, and the enemy being the Lords.
A photograph in the collection at North Lanarkshire Heritage Centre depicts a banner being carried
at the demonstration in Wishaw, with the words ‘Up an’ waur them a’, Willie’ above a portrait of
Gladstone. The flag carried at the Glasgow demonstration by the North British Railway Works
employees used the motto,
Up and waur them a’ Willie;
Up and pass the Franchise Bill
And craw aboon them a’ Willie.
The Peterhead fishermen made more substantial use of the song, carrying a placard with the verse,
Up and waur them a’, Wullie
Ca’ the gouden calfs awa’, Wullie;
The hereditary chiefs hae ac’ed like feels,
We maun hae equal richts tae a’, Wullie.
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Jacobite song collections were very popular throughout the nineteenth century, and many
tunes and lyrics were well-known. The choice of Jacobite songs may be due to this degree of
familiarity, or may reflect their association with Scottish rebellion. 'O wha’s for Scotland and
Charlie?’ inspired a lengthy verse poem which appeared on a banneret carried by the joiners of the
Associated Carpenters and Joiners (Glasgow Central Branch) at the Glasgow demonstration, which
they titled ‘An auld sang in a new dress’.
Oh, wha’s for freedom and Willie?
Frae Hawarden, his home, to lead Scotland he came;
We wrichts are for freedom and Willie!
Awa’, awa’, Lord Salisbury!
Your hirelings withdraw, or else against the wa’
Yer heid ye’ll be humpin’, fause Salisbury.
Our flags are fleein’ fu’ rarely
And oor Willie’s awa’ fraeu guid Rosebery’s Ha’,
After bangin’ oor faes richt sairly;
Then wha’s for freedom and Willie?
Frae Hawarden he came to his forefathers’ hame,
We’re a’ for freedom and Willie.
Similar, but not identical, poems are reported, with the same title, on the banneret of the
Denny joiners at Stirling and the carpenters and joiners’ banner at Inverness. That they have the
same title, and in all three cases are carried by carpenters and joiners, suggest that the verses were
circulating within and between those trades societies. This does throw up the question of why the
three versions are slightly different. They may represent slight re-workings by each local society,
although it is perhaps more plausible that the differences in the reported poems are the result of
transcription errors by the journalists attending each of the three demonstrations.
Burns was often also quoted by the platform speakers – often the local councillors, ministers
and employers – at the reform meetings. They also made much use of Byron, who is, perhaps
significantly, almost completely unused by the banner and placard painters. The one example from
the sample under discussion is that of the banner of D. Yellowlees & Son of Stirling, which quoted
‘The Giaour’:
Freedom’s battle once begun,
Bequeathed by bleeding sire to son,
Though baffled oft is ever won.
D. Yellowlees & Son was the family firm of Provost Yellowlees, who chaired the second platform at
the great meeting in the Kings Park which followed on from the procession. This use of Byron by
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platform speakers but not banner makers, except in this case of a banner from the works of a wellknown local politician, is perhaps instructive and suggests a class dimension to the selection of
suitable poetry and poets.
In addition to the appropriation of well-known poets or poems, more popular, demotic forms
were used by the banner and placard poets. The workmen of the Ness Iron Works offered two
limericks on separate banners.
There’s a well-known Grand Old Man
Whom the lords so often salaam,
That he made them a pill
Called the Franchise Bill,
But he wouldn’t allow them the jam.
There’s a conceited old Peer
Who affects at the people to sneer,
But we’ll ‘hammer’ some sense,
Through his brain, though so dense,
And we’ll bet he’ll feel nervously queer.
The decorations of the lorry which formed part of the section of the Stirling demonstration set aside
for the employees of the local radical-liberal newspaper the Stirling Observer included an acrostic:
Observer, of whatever station,
Bow down to no man in the nation.
Should not all men who have their reason
Enjoy the Franchise in its season?
Real worth is never found in those
Vain lords, who count poor men their foes;
Expel all such from holding rule:
Right must be might in every school.
Other sources might include nursery rhymes, as in this example which draws on ‘Little Bo Peep’ and
which appeared attached to an emblem of tools carried by the mechanics’ department of Robert
Pullar & Sons of Perth:
The Tory Peers have lost their chief,
And don’t know where to find him;
Where’er he be, its plain to see,
He has left poor tools behind him.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, music-hall song, the dominant popular song tradition of the period, could
also act as an inspiration. G. H. McDermott’s hugely successful ‘War Song’ (written by G. H. Hunt) of
1878 was drawn on for this verse, which appeared on the banner of the Pleasance Leather Works
employees at the Glasgow demonstration:
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We don’t want to fight
The Peers. But if we do,
We’ve got the right, we’ve got the might,
And we’ll gain the victory, too.
‘War Song’ inspired the word ‘jingoism’ (the first two lines of its chorus were ‘We don't want to fight
but by jingo if we do,/We’ve got the ships, we've got the men, and got the money too!’), and is
usually linked to the popular Conservatism of the period. Gladstone was the subject of attacks from
the imperialist and ‘patriotic’ right due to his perceived failure to aid General Gordon in Sudan. That
‘War Song’ could be used in a demonstration of popular Liberalism and radicalism illustrates how
tunes used in political song can be loosened from their moorings and used in new contexts. The
tunes and songs were well enough known across the political spectrum to be recognisable to
everyone. Indeed, the use of music-hall tunes and nursery rhymes was presumably intended to draw
on this popularity to make the words come alive, dance off the object, and move through the
crowds.
Language and Identity in Banner and Placard Poetry in 1884
As well as using well-known tunes and rhythms, the banner and placard poetry largely speaks the
language of the demonstrators and of the crowds. The use of trades language is a noteworthy
example. In the textile districts, for example, the poems are often replete with words such as warp,
weft, web, wind, and weave. The first line of the banneret poem of the Operative Warpers of
Glasgow declares that the Lords’ ‘web is warped’; a poem painted as part of their lorry’s decorations
tells us that it is they who ‘warp the web, and will not stand/An intermeddling, lordly band’. Placard
poems are often used to accompany trades models or objects on display as part of the procession.
The weavers of Inverness had a loom on a lorry being worked by a man from Holm Mills, with a
placard stating:
This plaid we weave for you, Willie;
Ye’ll catch nae caulds nor chills
By wearing this memento
Frae the workmen o’ Holm Mills.
This combination of object and words carried a political message. The workers of Messrs
Garvie & Dea of Perth also had a loom on a lorry, with a banneret declaring:
We don’t use Northcote’s shoddy
Weft of hereditary legislation;
We weave the honest Gladstone
Warp of popular representation.
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By animating the object’s representation, the poems and the objects together animate the politics.
One unusual example used painted images of tools combined with words to deliver its message. The
Peterhead joiners’ banner replaced some of the poem’s words with their visual representation.
The Tory Lords fore[saw]
Their doom, and hot their anger waxed
To [chisel] us tis [plane] they wish
But their [pinion] won’t be [axe]d.
These visual metaphors might be directly referred to on an object. The mechanics of Pullar’s of Perth
carried a model beam engine labelled:
Our law it is the cylinder,
Our freedom is the steam,
The people are the flywheel,
And Gladstone is the beam.
Anyone in the crowds with a passing knowledge of how a beam engine operated could translate
easily between poem, object and political meaning. Similarly, the Stirling masons decorated a lorry
containing a model of a mason at work with a banner poem which opened: ‘With chisel, mallet,
plumb, and square,/We’ll teach the Lords to be fair’. The employees of the Columbian Stove Works,
Bonnybridge carried a model furnace at the Falkirk demonstration painted with a verse declaring
that ‘The mould is ready,/Put on the blast,’, while the Kilmarnock brickmakers had painted on to a
model kiln,
The fire we’ve lit we mean to burn
Till the counties have had their say;
And then the earl and his 59
Like smoke shall pass away.
By using the language of their trades, these workers could display their identity and pride in their
craft, and communicate a political message about recent events and political institutions in a way
immediately understandable by not only those of the same or related trades, but also many of their
fellow townspeople who lived and worked alongside their factories.
Another aspect of identity which was used in the banner and placard poems was the
connection to place of work and residence. In addition to the examples from the Stirling Observer
and Holm Mills given above, companies such as Charles Tennant & Co. of St Rollox, Glasgow
(‘Tennant’s soaps and suds,/To scour the House of Lords') were mentioned directly in the poetry.
The political meaning of many of these is not always clear. A painted shield decorating a lorry of the
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workers of the Arcade Drapery House in Stirling sounds like an advertising jingle rather than a
political poem:
Let Whig and Tory all agree,
To pass the Bill wi’ mirth and glee,
Then cheerfully we’ll trade wi’ thee
At the Arcade Dress Emporium.
More commonly, pride in one’s town or village is displayed through the poems, or at least an
assertion of identity readily understandable by those in the watching crowds. One of the flags of the
Dumbarton Liberal Association displayed at the Glasgow demonstration promised that:
Firm as Dumbarton Rock,
Dumbarton men
For Justice and Freedom
Raise their voice again.
A number of Glasgow poems drew on the motto ‘Let Glasgow Flourish’, such as that painted onto a
piece of Turkey-Red cloth carried by the employees of George Grant & Sons:
Yes!
Give the country-men a vote,
Though House of Lords should perish;
And keep true Gladstone at the helm,
And still – Let Glasgow Flourish.
The Dunning contingent at Perth carried a banner with a picture on the front of a well-known local
landmark, ’the old thorn tree’ labelled ‘Planted in 1715 it stands in 1884’ and on the back a poem
including the pun ‘We long have for reform dunned,/And we are Dunning still’.
Perhaps the most important feature of the language of the banner and placard poetry,
however, is the use of Scots. The influence of both Burns and the Jacobite song tradition illustrates
the importance of Scots as a language of the demonstrators. Indeed, while Scots words may be
found in many of the lengthier and arguably more literary poems published in the press, their
presence in the banner and placard poetry is far greater. Nevertheless, we should also note that
‘standard’ English was used, and words and forms recognisable from English nineteenth-century
poetry traditions are to be found. Amongst a number of placards carried by the Peterhead fishermen
riding aboard a haddock fishing boat on a lorry, one poem stands out as not being written in Scots.
Though the storm may rage and Tories wails,
We will trust to our pilot to weather the gale;
And the harbour of refuge find at last,
In a Parliament free and our anchor fast.
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The banner of the blacksmiths and tinsmiths of the Carron Company at Falkirk asked,
If I’m designed yon lordling’s slave
By nature’s law designed,
Why was an independent wish
E’er planted in my mind?
As this example suggests, the poems sometimes touch on the heroic themes of patriotic
poetry. The Peterhead tailors carried a banner featuring a portrait of the Prime Minister, who had
visited the northeast of Scotland in the previous month, with the verse:
When I look back to Scotland dear
And the friends I left behind me,
I’ll ne’er forget the leal auld land
And the thousands wha’s did defend me.
The hero, as here, may be ‘the people’ but usually it is Gladstone himself.
Sweet William, the wise,
With thee we would rise
To secure for our brother
The Country Franchise.
(Banner, Peterhead coopers)
Enduring and bright as our granite the fame
Of the “Grand Old Man” shall stand.
When Tories are gone, and Peers there are none,
Throughout the length and breadth of the land.
(Banner, Peterhead granite workers)
Hale be thy honest, trusty heart,
And hale thy beld and snawy pow;
The hand of eild ne’er furrowed o’er
A baulder or a manlier brow,
Than thine, O Willie Gladstone.
(Banneret, Perth Dyeworks employees)
The Peterhead fleshers, whose part of the procession was described by the East Aberdeenshire
Observer as ‘overflowing with poetical political hit’, carried an oleograph portrait of Gladstone with
the words:
Auld Scotland loes to hear his name
‘Mang a’ her sons o’ storied fame,
The foremost place he’ll wisely claim —
All honour then to Gladstone.
This combination of portraiture and encomium was also used by the workers of the Grahamston
Iron Co. of Falkirk, who carried an oil portrait to which was attached the verse:
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He does his duty to the letter,
No statesman ever did it better;
He has the learning and the will
To bring to us the Franchise Bill.
Other individuals are named. Occasionally, these are local or Scottish national heroes. One of the
Perthshire MPs was Sir Donald Currie, a friend of Gladstone’s who sometimes hosted his party
leader on his yacht during the summer recess. The Pullar’s mechanics carried a ship model, painted
with the words:
The good ship “Franchise,” if well manned,
Can batter down Tory obstruction;
With Admirals Gladstone and Currie on board,
They’ll send Tory tricks to destruction.
They also carried busts of Gladstone and William Wallace side-by-side, with a placard underneath
drawing attention to a tradition of recalcitrant, fighting Scots.
If the Lords still intend to block out the Bill,
They may pay rather dear for their whistle;
The shamrock or rose may be grasped in the hand,
But dinna try it on wi’ the thistle.
The names of local Liberal leaders were combined with the language of their trade by the
Bonnybridge Foundry workers at Falkirk.
Hold up your Banner(man)
Bolt(on) as hard’s you can.
Repair the great blunder;
Ram(say) your pattern still,
You mould the Tories to our Will,
And make them knuckle under.
It was usually the national party leadership who were sung about, however. The Berlin Black
workers of the Falkirk Foundry carried a banner asserting that:
Gladstone and Bright in our hearts doth shine,
Their work, like ours, is good and fine;
Gladstone, with truth, and Bright, with right,
Both boldly for the people fight.
Gladstone’s heroic efforts are for freedom, of course, and against oppression.
Yet still that hand, that brand, are thine,
O Gladstone, ever, ever;
That hand is raised, that brand unsheathed
The oppressed, the trampled, to deliver.
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(Banner, Perth plumbers and brassfounders)
As the Carron Company’s blacksmith’s and tinsmith’s banner above shows, these patriotic and
heroic poems of freedom and oppression often touch on wider issues of feudalism and the image
of ‘the Norman yoke’ (‘lordling’s slave’ vs ‘independent mind’). In addition to this banner of the
Perth plumbers, there were two others containing verses, one using patriotic language to animate
the battle of ‘the People vs the Peers’, and the other to address feudalism.
Howe’er crowns and coronets be rent
A virtuous populace may rise the while
And stand a wall of fire around,
This much loved Isle.
Go on until this land revokes
The old and chartered lie;
The feudal curse whose whips and yokes
Insult humanity.
The themes of heroism, patriotism, opposition to hereditary privilege, and the independence of
free-born Britons were drawn upon by the printers among the Crieff and Madderty contingent at
Perth.
Confound the knaves that would control
The Independence of your soul.
Arise in truth, and manhood’s might,
And for your country dare the right.
The themes of patriotism and national history, both British and Scottish, and of heroism, both
personal and communal, are clearly important to the banner and placard poets.
The Heritage of Reform and the Radicalism of 1884
Part of that importance rests on the heritage of the reform movement. The sense of a long history
of oppression by the Lords and the fight for freedom and rights was expressed by the Pullar’s
warehousemen’s banner.
They stand in attitude of strife
To thwart the nation’s right,
By drone that in the hive of life
Have ruled with stinging might.
But now the hour is come, and here,
The legions firm and vast,
And friends of freedom re-appear
To crush the Lords at last.
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The Glasgow cork-cutters’ banner discussed above specifically relates the nineteenth-century battle
for political rights through the story of the old banner and those who carried it, through to the new
banner and the new carriers. Other historic objects were carried on the demonstrations, including
relics of famed reformers of the past, weapons, and musical instruments. The Falkirk Working Boy’s
Flute Band carried an old drum with a placard attached bearing the words:
In the demonstration of ’32,
This drum took part when it was new;
But now, though old, is able still
To play its part for the Franchise Bill.
The cork-cutters’ banner also made reference to the people involved (‘Our fathers to support it
came’), as did a banneret of the Perth Dyeworks employees.
Our fathers fought in freedom’s cause,
To get us just and honest laws;
And we will fight for freedom still,
And back up Willie’s Franchise Bill.
Indeed, as well as the objects from past demonstrations, particularly those of 1832, the 1884
processions included carriages containing what were called ‘the veterans of ’32’ (and occasionally
of other protest movements; at Glasgow they included the veterans of the 1819 Paisley riots and at
Dundee the Chartist veterans). The ’32 veterans of Peterhead carried two flags, one containing the
variant of Auld Lang Syne noted above, and the other reflecting on the town’s motto Veritas Vincit.
We are proud of our grand old motto
And it suits us well to-day;
Conquering truth and right unite
When Gladstone bears the sway.
The banner of the Parkhead veterans at the Glasgow demonstration declared that they were:
The rare old guard of ’32,
Who fought, and not in vain;
We’ve beat the Lords before, boys,
And so we will again.
The heritage or past history of the reform movement is often referred to in the banner and placard
poetry, as indeed they were in the published poetry, the platform speeches, and through the
material culture of the demonstrations.
The 1831-32 reform agitation is by far the most-referenced earlier movement, despite more
recent agitations which must have been directly remembered by more. However, the 1831-32
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agitation and the 1884 agitation had a feature in common which brought them together, as the
Parkhead veterans’ banner makes clear: in both cases, the matter at hand was a struggle between
a reforming Commons and a House of Lords which was attempting to block reform. As a result, the
language of the 1884 demonstrations is focused at least as much on the Lords as it is on the
ostensible cause of the movement, which is to say the expansion of the parliamentary franchise. As
a rough-and-ready measure, the selection of poems under consideration include 71 which mention
the franchise, the vote, or the Franchise Bill, and 106 which feature Lord(s), Peer(s) or the House of
Lords. Moreover, the vast majority of those that mention the franchise also mention the Lords,
whereas poems directed solely at the Lords are common. The poems may address the Lords quite
politely; the workers of Messrs Hood, Morton & Co. of Newmilns at the Kilmarnock demonstration
suggested,
We, the toiling millions, insulted, ignored,
By the Peers at the bidding of Hatfield’s proud lord,
Most respectfully we would now let you know,
We’ll manage without you, so bundle and go.
A cartoon placard by the Crieff painters depicted Gladstone and Bright in workingmen’s clothes, the
former paying off Salisbury, and the latter painting a sign board. On the rear, Bright’s task is
explained.
The House of Lords time-eating’ a’,
Is totterin’ frae the fit, man;
Could whitewash prop a tumblin’s wa’
It wid its quote get, man.
But sin’ we canna paint despair,
Nor putty crackit pride, man,
We’ll just write up in letters fair,
“To Let” at Whitsuntide, man.
The purpose to which the House now emptied of Lords was to be put was suggested by the
mechanics of Pullar’s Tulloch Works at Perth. A placard attached to a model of the House of Lords
which 17 moving model workmen were demolishing stated:
The Hoose o’ Lords has studden lang,
But noo it’s little but a den,
So here we are tae tak’ it doon,
An’ mak’ o’t hames for workin’ men.
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That the Lords was not only to be defeated in the present struggle, but also reformed or abolished,
was made plain in much of the banner and placard poetry. A banneret carried at the Stirling
demonstration declared:
The Carpet Weavers you may see
Have left their loom and shuttle
To let their voices now be heard
For the House of Lords to scuttle.
As well as violent language directed against the House of Lords in the abstract, some of the poems
suggest more personal violence. The preparers’ and spinners’ department of the Balhousie Works
at Perth issued a threat that, should the Bill not pass:
We’ll spin a thread a rope to make,
So let the Lords a warning take;
We’ll hang them all with right good will,
If they don’t pass the Franchise Bill.
The spindlemakers of Edward Simpson & Co. of Rutherglen were more forthright, threatening the
same violence without even waiting to see if the Bill would pass.
Our spindles hae been spinnin’ lang,
Threads, yarns, and first-rate cords,
But we’ll warrant them to spin a rope
To hang the House of Lords.
Little wonder that the United Brassfounders of Kilmarnock offered ‘The death-knell, sounded so
grave in your ears,—/We’re ready to mould another House of Peers’. Nevertheless, the workers of
the Grahamston Iron Co. of Falkirk did not want violence, but rather a world turned upside-down.
We’ll abolish the Peers, we are pledged to the task.
Poor fellows, how will they live then, do you ask?
Set them to work for their bread with a pick and a shovel;
If they cannot do that, let them go to the d - - - l.
The result, for the Inverness blacksmiths, would be a Parliament dominated by the working interest.
Let lordlings cease, let labour reign,
Let right, not might, hold sway,
Let tyrants wear the tyrant’s chain,
Is Scotia’s wish today.
Conclusion
While the franchise demonstrations were formally organised to support the government of the day
in its attempts to enfranchise more working men, the language of the banner and placard poetry
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called for the end of hereditary powers of legislation, a cause far more radical than the Liberal Party
and its leader – the apparent hero of the processionists – could countenance. Further research is
required, but it might be fruitful to compare this material with the published periodical poetry. The
latter appeared in a relatively respectable context, perhaps with editorial intervention, perhaps
even with editorial gate-keeping ensuring that more violent language was kept from the
newspaper’s columns. It may be that the periodical poetry is a poetry of a more literate activist elite,
whereas the banner and placard poetry offers us more direct access to the demotic voice of the
mass of demonstrators.
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